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Abstract
Framing research demonstrates that making simple changes to the description of a task or
task strategy can affect behaviour in a number of contexts (Almashat, Ayotte, Edelstein,
& Margrett, 2008), but to my knowledge they have not been examined in a law
enforcement setting. The present research examines officer decision-making processes
during an emergency situation by investigating the influence of framing effects on the use
of force. An interactive video-based use-of-force simulation scenario represented the
emergency situation and participants were presented with one of three preceding framing
manipulations. The experimental conditions emphasized either upholding public safety
(i.e., avoiding unnecessary/excessive force) or officer safety (i.e., avoiding personal
injury) and a third condition (i.e., control) included only a scenario description.
Subsequently, participants were queried about their perceptions of risk regarding the
scenario and their self-reported officer and civilian relationships. These results indicate
that framing effects influence decisions relating to Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) spray (i.e.,
pepper spray) usage and the participants’ perceptions of suspect risk. Positive officer
relationships were also found to predict early firearm and OC spray deployment. This
research has important implications for the language used when training law enforcement
officers and briefing officers during emergency calls. If minor variations in wording can
bias officers to use more or less force, this may have important implications for law
enforcement practices. This research also has important implications regarding officer
relationships with fellow officers and civilians. It may be important to manage officer
relationships within the workplace as well as in the community to reduce any potential,
negative impact on operational duties.
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1. Context and Literature Review
As the field of applied psychology continues to grow, there is a significant
increase in the use of empirical research to develop evidence-based practices in a variety
of professions (Aarons, Hurlburt, & Horwitz, 2011; Gone, 2009), including law
enforcement (Bennell, Jones, & Corey, 2007; Krätzig & Hudy, 2012). Law enforcement
practices require a substantial amount of decision-making within uncertainty and involve
complex operations during emergency and/or high-risk situations. Within these situations
officers are responsible for ensuring the safety of all citizens regardless of whether they
are a victim of a criminal act or they are committing one. Given the cost of training law
enforcement officers and the public dependence on such individuals, protecting the safety
of officers is also in the public’s interest. During officer-civilian interactions an officer
must be aware of potential threatening circumstances in order to protect him/herself and
any civilian that may be in danger. These responsibilities allow officers to use ordinarily
illegal means, such as physical force, to uphold the law and protect civilians and
themselves. Under these circumstances an incorrect decision about whether or not to use
force can result in serious harm to officers and/or civilians.
Although use-of-force models have been a component of law enforcement
training programs for decades (Arnspiger & Bowers, 1996), there is little empirical
research in this field. This lack of research has resulted in emergency procedures and
training being based on anecdotal experience rather than evidence. The field of law
enforcement can benefit considerably from pursuing such research. Researchers studying
law enforcement procedures in other contexts have demonstrated improvements in
investigative interviewing (Evans, Roberts, Price, & Stefek, 2010; Price, Roberts, &
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Collins 2013) and eye-witness line-up identification accuracy (Fitzgerald, Oriet, & Price,
2014; Wells, Small, Penrod, Malpass, Fulero, & Brimacombe, 1998), which could benefit
many law enforcement training programs. Interrogation techniques have significantly
improved over the years (Meissner & Kassin, 2004) because of evidence-based research,
resulting in the decrease of false imprisonments that are caused by false or coerced
confessions (Kassin et al., 2010). However, interrogation research focuses on the
thoughts and behaviours of the suspect rather than the decision-making processes of the
officers. It is important to understand what factors may influence the decision-making of
an officer in order to understand how law enforcement agencies can avoid potentially
harmful biases in the field.
The amount of force used by law enforcement officers has continuously been
brought into question. Recently in Canada, the lethal force used by an officer in response
to a knife-wielding suspect resulted in that officer being charged with second-degree
murder (CBC News, 2013). In 2007, the use of a Conducted Energy Weapon (CEW; e.g.,
Taser) resulted in the death of a Polish immigrant (CBC News, 2010), during a time
when using this intervention tool was believed to be a safer means to subdue a suspect
because it avoided the use of firearms. Despite such incidents, research has shown that
the use of less-lethal weapons, such as CEWs or Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) spray (i.e.,
pepper spray), result in decreased injury to civilians and officers when compared to using
physical force (MacDonald, Kaminski, & Smith, 2009). Conversely, in June 2014, three
officers were killed and two officers were injured by a single gunman in Moncton, New
Brunswick (The Canadian Press, 2014). It is clear that on both sides of policing, the end
result can be fatal. Although the RCMP have conducted an internal review of the events
2

that took place in Moncton and improved equipment and/or training in response to this
incident (Royal Canadian Mounted Police, 2015), the situational factors that affect
decision-making in these interactions have scarcely been studied.
The media often report on civilian and officer injury or the misuse of force, but
one study reports that only approximately 2% of all officer-civilian interactions involve
the use of force, including any use of hands (MacDonald et al., 2009). Of these
interactions, 39% result in suspect injury, 14% result in officer injury, and 47% result in
no injury to any party. Canadian statistics indicate that the prevalence of force, excluding
soft hands physical control, is even lower, at 0.14% (Hall, Votova, & Wood, 2013). This
representation demonstrates that a large percentage of officer-civilian interactions involve
using an appropriate intervention method to subdue a suspect and maintain civilian and
officer safety. However, for both the general population and professionals there is a
growing concern with why civilians and officers are being injured at all and what can be
done to prevent it.
1.1 The Use of Force
Each law enforcement agency trains their officers on the use of force with various
strategies and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), the participants of the
current study, are trained using what is known as the Incident Management Intervention
Model (IMIM; Royal Canadian Mounted Police, 2012). This model is based on six
essential principles developed to lead officers towards a reasonable method of controlling
suspect behaviour. The first principle states that the duty of an officer is to preserve and
protect life. The second states that the objective of using an intervention method is to
ensure public safety. Third, the safety of the officer is paramount to public safety. Fourth,
3

the IMIM model is consistent with federal and common law and does not replace or
change these laws. Fifth, the IMIM must be applied in relation to the context of one’s risk
assessment with consideration of the extent to which loss of life, injury, and damage to
property may occur as a result of the officer’s intervention. And the sixth principle of the
IMIM states that an officer’s risk assessment is continuous and must be reassessed as the
situation evolves and changes. All principles hold equal value and are to be interrelated
when taken into consideration during a decision to use force.
The IMIM is a framework used to guide members of the RCMP on how to assess
and manage risk to themselves or risk to others through the reasonable use of intervention
methods (Royal Canadian Mounted Police, 2012). The interventions methods available to
RCMP officers vary from police presence and communication to soft and hard physical
control, intermediate weapons (i.e., OC spray, baton, or CEW), and lethal force. When
deciding to use an intervention method to control a suspect’s behaviour, the IMIM model
teaches officers to consider the entirety of the situation, to consider the situational factors,
the individual’s behaviour, and their own personal perceptions of the situation (see
Appendix A).
The situational factors that can be considered are based on a variety of
circumstances (Royal Canadian Mounted Police, 2012). Some factors involve
considering the environment, such as the weather, the time of day or the amount of
visible light in the area, the physical location, whether they are on a roof, in a stairwell, or
inside an individual’s residence, if there is appropriate cover or concealment available,
and if there are any biohazards or bodily fluids of concern. The number of suspects
compared to the number of officers should be considered, as well as the perceptions of
4

the suspect’s abilities, whether the suspect(s) is under the influence of drugs or alcohol,
the physical size or strength of the suspect(s), the goal of the suspect(s), the willingness
of the suspect(s) to comply with or resist the officer(s), their emotional state, and the
proximity of a suspect to a weapon or weapon of opportunity (i.e., any object that can be
used as a weapon). The officer may have prior knowledge of a suspect based on their
criminal history, reputation, or previous contact with them. And lastly, officers should
consider the time and distance between the officer and suspect, to estimate how quickly a
suspect may be able to harm an officer or a civilian and how much time an officer has to
react to such an instance.
The behaviours of an individual can be used to aid in the decision to use an
intervention method and the IMIM has defined these behaviours into five categories:
cooperative, passive resistant, active resistant, assaultive, and grievous bodily harm or
death (Royal Canadian Mounted Police, 2012). If an individual is displaying cooperative
behaviour they are complying with the officer’s lawful requests and attempts to control
their behaviour, where a lawful request refers to any request made by an officer that can
be considered, by a court of law, to be a reasonable request for the given situation, in
which the individual is required by law to be compliant. For example, if an individual has
broken the law and an officer has stated that he/she is under arrest, if the officer requests
that this individual places their hands up or lays flat on the ground, these requests can
reasonably be considered lawful requests (Greenspan, Rosenberg, & Henein, 2013).
Passive resistant behaviour involves refusing lawful requests without using any physical
action, which may include refusing to move or going limp. Active resistant behaviour
involves non-assaultive attempts to refuse lawful direction, such as pulling away or
5

running from the officer. Once an individual begins to use force while resisting arrest,
threatening or gesturing to use force to any individual, or using force against any
individual, their behaviour is described as being assaultive. If an individual is to present
behaviour that can be defined as grievous bodily harm or death this would mean that an
individual is wielding a knife, firearm, or other dangerous weapon and is reasonably
believed to have the intent to use such weapons to cause severe injuries or death to any
person.
Lastly, an officer must also consider his or her own personal perceptions of the
situation. The abilities, factors, and skills of an officer are related to the situational factors
and behaviour of the suspect, which will inform their perceptions. How an individual
officer perceives these factors will increase or decrease the amount of risk they believe
that either him/herself or another individual is in. It is the individual judgments that may
explain why two officers may make different tactical considerations or intervention
choices in the same situation.
The IMIM model describes policing as a rapidly evolving and dynamic practice,
emphasizing that the decision to use force is in no way a linear process or based on a
continuum (Royal Canadian Mounted Police, 2012). Deciding to use an intervention
method (i.e., verbal communication, physical control, intermediate weapon, or weapon)
on a suspect is rarely black and white and often involves multiple complex factors. The
decision to use an intervention method on a suspect must be continuously assessed and
re-evaluated as the situation continues to evolve and unfold. The IMIM model recognizes
that a suspect’s behaviour can go from cooperative to assaultive in a split second,
requiring an officer to be able to change their intervention strategy even faster. The
6

number of factors that must be considered by an officer and the amount of time that an
officer has to make such decisions demonstrates how difficult use-of-force decisionmaking can be. This fact identifies how research on use-of-force decision-making is
crucial to help officers minimize the consideration of irrelevant information and
maximize their ability to focus on relevant information.
1.2 The Fallibility of Decision-Making
There are a number of ways that any individual, including police officers, can
make an error during a decision-making process within almost every situation. From poor
use of statistics to a large variety of biases, no individual is free of decision-making
errors. One of the most interesting aspects of psychological inquiry is studying how
people make decisions and what factors cause us to make poor decisions (Mann, 1977).
One the many factors that may result in inaccurate decision-making is the false
belief that greater confidence will equal greater accuracy (Arkes & Hammond, 1986).
The accuracy-confidence relationship has varied in a number of studies. This relationship
is poor when individuals are attempting deception detection (DePaulo, Charlton, Cooper,
Lindsay, & Muhlenbruck, 1997), moderate in regards to general knowledge and basic
eye-witness memory questions (Bornstein & Zickafoose, 1999), strong in eye-witness
memory tasks that involve or encourage good encoding processes (Lindsay, Read, &
Sharma, 1998), and some studies have also demonstrated that one’s confidence is in no
way related to accurate decision-making (Hammond, Keeney, & Raiffa, 1998; Sporer,
Penrod, Read, & Cutler, 1995; Wells, Ferguson, Lindsay, 1981). Although the accuracyconfidence relationship can vary across contexts, overconfidence may be a considerable
issue and overconfidence may even decrease decision accuracy (Zacharakis & Shepherd,
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2001). Some of the most confident diagnosticians have been found to make inaccurate
diagnoses (Holsopple & Phelam, 1954).
Overconfidence likely plays a role in officer use-of-force decision-making as
well. When an officer arrives on scene, they may have the presumption that what the
suspect has done is illegal and therefore wrong, while they uphold the law and what is
determined to be right, therefore their actions are more likely to be right. Such a situation
is likely to impact the confidence in the accuracy of one’s decisions and actions;
however, police officers do not always make correct decisions and inaccurate decisionmaking in the field can have very significant consequences (e.g., CBC News, 2013). In a
similar respect, officers that lack confidence in their own abilities may be hesitant before
using a method of force, which could put the public or themselves in danger. Given the
substantial consequences that may result from using force, officers must be confident in
their abilities to make accurate decisions and their abilities to effectively use the weapon
that they select, while ensuring that their confidence is not so great as to lead them to
believe that any action taken will be the most appropriate action.
Commitment to a particular decision before it has been carried out may also affect
behaviour and decision-making. The more committed an individual is to a decision, the
more difficult it is for that individual to change their mind when they may be required to
do so (Mann, 1977). Once a decision has been made, social and personal constraints may
make it more difficult to change this decision. The constraint with the greatest decisioncommitment impact is social constraint, the social pressure that may be felt when the
individual is aware that other people will know about their decision and may disapprove
of it (Mann, 1977). Another significant constraint is the personal constraint, in which an
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individual will not want to change their decision in a way that may change their selfimage, especially if it involves a decision that weighs on their conscience.
When called to a dangerous crime scene an officer, in order to be ready upon
arrival, may have made up their mind about what actions they are going to take. The
increasing prevalence of social media on the actions of law enforcement officers may
create greater social pressures on officers to use less-lethal methods of force when
controlling a suspect’s behaviour. In the face of immediate and potentially lethal danger,
it may be difficult for officers to use a greater method of force to protect themselves,
when they are aware that, if they make an incorrect decision, public media may tarnish
their reputation if the force used is deemed inappropriate or excessive (e.g., Valencia,
2015). Similarly, if an individual officer sees himself or herself as an officer that will
arrest any suspect without resulting injury to either the suspect or officer, it may be
difficult for that officer to use greater force against a more resistant or dangerous suspect.
The opposite is possible as well. Because of social pressures to protect fellow officers or
one’s image of being a dependable and protective partner, it may difficult for an officer to
decide to use a lesser form of force once they have decided to draw their pistol, baton, or
CEW. Once an officer has drawn out a specific weapon, they have in a sense decided to
use that tool, and it may be difficult to decide to use a lesser or greater means of force,
especially considering that crime scenes involve rapidly changing circumstances, often
leaving little time to make such decisions (Royal Canadian Mounted Police, 2012).
The hindsight bias is a common heuristic in which people believe that they would
have known the outcome of an event or that they had known what the outcome was going
to be all along, once they have been made aware of the actual outcome (Arkes &
9

Hammond, 1986). From predicting the outcome of a movie to performing diagnoses, it is
plausible that all individuals will experience the hindsight bias one time in their life or
another. Fischhoff (1975) had one group of participants predict the likelihood of four
different outcomes to an event and asked another group to do the same, except that the
second group was made aware of which outcome is the one that occurred (Outcome A).
In this situation the latter group predicted that outcome A would occur 49% more often
than the participants who had no knowledge of the actual outcome, demonstrating a clear
hindsight bias.
In law-enforcement circumstances, much of what occurs during an emergency
situation can only be reviewed after the fact; therefore, it is likely that an officer and the
public reviewing their decisions and actions will be affected by the hindsight bias. This
bias is likely to have an effect on public perceptions, as they can only review officer
actions after the situation has unfolded. It is much easier to critique officer behaviour and
actions and to suggest that the harm to civilians or fellow officers should have been
preventable without being immersed in the situation. The hindsight bias may be why so
many media articles are very critical of officers who have not made the apparently most
appropriate decision during an officer-civilian interaction.
Another fallible decision-making bias is the neglect of base rate information
(Arkes & Hammond, 1986). When performing a criminal investigation you may predict
that the criminal is male because so many crimes are committed by males (Vaillancourt,
2008). Ignoring such base rate information would be to predict that the criminal is female
rather than male. When participants were presented with information on the base rate of
professions, which implicated lawyers as the most common profession, and asked to
10

predict the profession of a number of individuals, base rate information was completely
ignored when information relating to an individual’s personality was included
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1973).
It is possible that ignoring base rate information may be an issue during officer
use-of-force situations as well. Although officers are often called to dangerous crime
scenes, which may put them at risk for injury, less than 2% of all calls will result in a
confrontation that requires force (Hall et al., 2013; MacDonald et al., 2009). Ignoring
base-rate information would be to be prepared to use lethal-force for a regular call.
However, in the field of law-enforcement, ignoring base rates and considering base rates
may each present issues. While ignoring base rate information may lead an officer to
expect and be committed to using force when it may not be necessary, voluntarily
considering base rate information may result in an officer expecting a nonconfrontational or safe situation, which may result in that officer being unprepared for the
potential danger that a suspect may present.
Although these are just a few decision-making errors, these errors carry
significant weight in the field of law enforcement. The consequences of using force or
not using force can be fatal for a citizen or for an officer, which demonstrates how
important it is to understand the fallibility of decision-making processes in lawenforcement settings. There is a paucity of empirical research on officer decision-making
and some evidence suggests that individuals are often unaware of the factors that
influence their judgments (Arkes & Hammond, 1986; Summers, Taliaferro, & Fletcher,
1970), therefore it is crucial that an increase in experimental research on use-of-force
decision-making occurs. Though there are a large variety of decision-making biases that
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can be examined among law enforcement officers, the current study will focus on the
effects of framing.
1.3 Framing Effects
How a task is described or represented can have significant impacts on behaviour.
First described as prospect theory by Kahneman and Tversky (1979), this effect is now
more commonly known as the framing effect. Framing alters the focus of attention by
using either valence manipulations, presenting information in either positive or negative
terms (Levin, Schneider, & Gaeth, 1998), often referred to as gains or losses (Mahoney,
Buboltz, Levin, Doverspike, & Svyantek, 2011) or with label manipulations, changing
the description of a task or of the strategy of a task while maintaining the same goal
(Dufwenberg, Gächter, & Hennig-Schmidt, 2011).
Label framing effects have been chosen as the main topic of study because of the
continuous attention that law enforcement receives by the press. Criminal events are
ubiquitous within media distributors, especially when these events involve serious
injuries to either civilians or officers. Law enforcement organizations are likely to be
criticized by the media if an officer has inappropriately injured a civilian or if an officer
was injured when it may have been preventable. It is possible that after such an event law
enforcement organizations will internally evaluate their actions as well. The description
of law enforcement or the description of the strategy of law enforcement may then be
altered for any officer that is presented with this information. A prevalence of reports on
excessive force may change the view of law enforcement to one that requires
considerable training in public safety. This view may influence officers to avoid using
force or to be hesitant when using force, which may be a great danger when a real threat
12

is present. For example, the consistent criticisms of officer use-of-force may have been
the reason that one officer was assaulted by an unarmed suspect because he was too
hesitant deploy his firearm (Valencia, 2015). The opposite may occur as well. If the
public is viewed as dangerous and many reports of officer injury are present within a law
enforcement agency, officers may be on the guard, ready and willing to use force when it
may be inappropriate.
If an officer is influenced by framing they may bias their use-of-force decisionmaking on this information, rather than solely considering the relevant information,
suspect behaviour, aggression, resistance, and/or other threat cues. Label framing effects
were chosen as the topic of study to understand if such an effect may exist among law
enforcement officers and if it may alter their use-of-force decision-making. Considering
to use or not to use force based on a framing effect rather than suspect behaviours may
cause undue injury to a civilian or an officer.
Label manipulations are referred to as the pure framing effect by Elliot, Hayward,
and Canon (1998) and a common application of label framing is known as the Prisoner’s
Dilemma, which was brought to popularity in an interrogation context (Luce & Raiffa,
1957). In the Prisoner’s Dilemma task, two participants each choose from two options
designed to contrast individual gain with collective cooperation (Ellingsen, Johannesson,
Mallerstrom, & Munkhammar, 2012). The dilemma is described as two suspects who are
guilty of committing a major offense, but a confession is required before they can be
charged and convicted. The suspects are separated and each told that if neither of them
confesses, they would receive a charge for a minor offense. If they both confess to the
major offense, they will be sentenced, but they will not receive the most severe sentence.
13

If one confesses and the other does not, the suspect who confesses will receive a lenient
sentence for providing evidence and the suspect who does not confess will receive a
severe sentence. The best individual outcome can be obtained when a participant chooses
individual gain (confession), and their partner chooses cooperation (no confession). The
worst possible outcome is obtained when a participant chooses cooperation (no
confession) and their partner chooses individual gain (confession). If both choose
individual gain and confess, each participant receives the second worst possible outcome.
However, the best outcomes for both participants are to cooperate with each other and
choose not to confess (see Table 1).
Prisoner’s Dilemma research has continued to focus on the distribution of payoffs
and has been adopted into a variety of contexts, most commonly in terms of monetary
gain (Ellingsen et al., 2012; Perc & Szolnoki, 1980). Although participants must make
individual decisions, their outcome is dependent on their partner’s choice. If participants
cooperate, they will guarantee relative success and receive a monetary reward. If they
attempt to pursue individual gain, they run the risk of having both participants acquire
substantially less money.
This research translates to use-of-force decision-making because the outcome of
an officer’s decision to use force is also dependent on the suspect’s decision to use force.
The best outcome for both (no injury) is not to use force and the worst possible outcome
is if both individuals decide to use force, inevitably injuring one or the other. But if one
chooses force and the other does not, one individual is likely to receive an injury that may
have been preventable. These errors are represented in signal detection theory as False
Alarms and Misses or false positives and false negatives, respectively (Macmillan &
14

Creelman, 2005). In a signal detection task, as in the Prisoner’s Dilemma, these two
errors are the consequence of a mismatch between the two possible decisions made by
both parties. If a suspect uses force, but the officer does not this is a Miss, resulting in
officer injury. If the officer uses force, but the suspect does not this is a False Alarm,
resulting in suspect injury (see Table 2). MacDonald et al. (2009) observed that the rate
of such officer-civilian interactions are small (less than 2%), but when injuries do result,
suspects are more likely to be injured than officers, suggesting that officers may be
biased to avoid Misses and protect their own safety. As it has been described in the
previous biases above, framing effects can also lead to injury to either the civilian or
officer. Neither result is better than the other and both are considered to be errors, but
research on use-of-force decision making may reveal which error officers have a
tendency to favour, if any.
Table 1
The Prisoner’s Dilemma
Prisoner 2
No Confession:
Confession:
No Confession:
1 Year; 1 Year
10 Years; 3 Months
Prisoner 1
Confession:
3 Months; 10 Years
8 Years; 8 Years
Note. Prisoner 1 receives the sentence on the left of the semi-colon and Prisoner 2
receives the sentence on the right. (Luce & Raiffa, 1957).
Table 2
Signal Detection Theory in the Use of Force
Suspect
Officer

Use Force:
No Force:

Use Force:
Hit
Miss (officer injury)
15

No Force:
False Alarm (suspect injury)
Correct Rejection

Past research using a monetary focused Prisoner’s Dilemma task found that
changing a single word in the title of a task can significantly affect behaviour (Ellingsen
et al., 2012). When a group of participants are required to place money in either a group
fund, which will increase in value by a certain percentage and be redistributed, or their
own individual fund, participants are more likely to display cooperative behaviour when
the game is referred to as the Community Game rather than the Stock Market Game.
Participants who performed the study when it was referred to the Community game
significantly distributed more funds to the group fund than their individual fund when
compared to those who participated in the study when it was referred to as the Stock
Market Game (Ellingsen et al., 2012). Similarly, Liberman, Samuels, and Ross (2004)
observed that participants are much more cooperative during this task when it was
referred to as the Community Game rather than the Wall Street Game. These findings
suggest that label framing manipulations may affect behaviour by allocating attention to a
description that is loaded with social norms, which influences behaviour in accordance
with those norms. There is robust evidence that framing a problem in a specific way can
have a strong effect on behaviour (Dreber, Ellingsen, Johannesson, & Rand, 2012) and
that these effects are prevalent in a variety of contexts, including financial decisionmaking (Fagley & Miller, 1997), professional medical decision-making (Almashat,
Ayotte, Edelstein, & Margrett, 2008), and health behaviour promotion (Rothman, Bartels,
Wlaschin, & Salovey, 2006).
In medical and use-of-force contexts, framing effects may result in different
outcomes with considerable consequences (Almashat et al., 2008; Fagley & Miller,
1997). Framing effects within the medical field produce worrisome results because they
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cast doubt on whether or not patients make the best decisions regarding the treatment of a
life threatening illness. When given the same medical information participants chose
different treatments for a life threatening illness when given different framing (Almashat
et al., 2008). If the way medical information is framed can discourage the use of rational
decision-making processes, a similar effect may influence officer decisions related to
using physical or lethal force. A meta-analysis has shown that the framing effect is
prevalent amongst experts (participants from a target population, such as the medical
field), having a similar, lesser effect, (Kührberger, 1998). This finding suggests that even
professionally trained experts (e.g., law enforcement officers) are likely to be susceptible
to framing.
Framing effects bypass rational and effortful thought processes, known as System
2 processes, (Kahneman, 2011) and increase the reliance on automatic and often biased
thought processes, System 1 processes. Relying on System 1 can often lead individuals to
poor decision-making in situations that require more rational, focused attention. Framing
effects often produce undesirable behaviours by distracting the individual from the
relevant information required to make the most appropriate decision. However, System 1
operates more rapidly than System 2, which, in circumstances such as emergencies, can
be preferable, despite the increased risk of error. In situations that do not permit the
opportunity for effortful decision-making, it is possible for System 1 processes to be
effectively used.
Understanding how framing effects may alter use-of-force decision-making and
behaviour is an important step to fully appreciate the risks of use-of-force situations.
Framing effects in law enforcement may occur by reading a report on officer injury or
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reading an article in the media about excessive use-of-force by police, priming an officer
to use more force than necessary to control a civilian’s behaviour, putting that civilian at
risk for severe injury, or to use less force than necessary, putting the officer at risk for
severe injury. The same risks could occur if an officer’s telecom dispatcher mentions
maintaining officer or public safety while dispatching an officer to a potentially violent
call. Understanding how framing effects affect use-of-force decision-making behaviour
can aid in understanding how to properly communicate with officers who are on-duty.
1.4 Experience and Expertise
Another important factor that was measured in this study is experience. Without
having any field experience a recruit may behave quite differently than an officer who
has experienced violent confrontations throughout their career. Klein (2008)
demonstrated that people will rely on their experiences during situations that require
rapid decision-making and Salas, Rosen, and DiazGranados (2009) found that
experience-based intuition plays an important role in the effectiveness of organization
decision-making, especially in complex, time-sensitive matters. While performing a
simulated flight exercise, expert pilots with greater flight hours were found to respond to
problems more accurately and at a more rapid rate than novice pilots (Schriver, Morrow,
Wickkens, & Talleur, 2008). Expert pilots were also observed to exhibit greater
attentional sensitivity to the diagnostic cues of the simulated aircraft.
In a similar respect, senior officers may display different use-of-force responses
than recruits by relying on their experiences in these high-risk fast-paced situations. It is
possible that the amount of field hours an officer has will impact their use-of-force
decision-making. Empirical evidence suggests that experience and expertise play a
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substantial role in time-sensitive situations that require immediate action and when
responding to cues that are important for maintaining safety (Klein, 2008; Salas et al.,
2009; Schriver et al., 2008), which falls directly in line with law enforcement practices.
Past experiences and professional training will often affect how an individual makes
decisions, but it is important to understand whether making appropriate use-of-force
decisions can be learned during training or if it takes a particular level of experience to
gain such a skill. It is not only important to understand whether or not framing effects
influence the use-of-force behaviour, but it is also important to understand if such an
effect varies by years of on-duty experience and if these two factors are interrelated.
1.5 Police Culture
Not only have framing effects been suggested to alter behaviour by eliciting a
response in accordance with social norms, but a concept known as police culture has also
been known to influence behaviour through specific social norms among law
enforcement officers. Police culture is a set of social norms among police officers
characterized by a distrust and suspicion of citizens, a lay-low/cover yourself approach to
police work to minimize procedural errors, a strong endorsement of crime fighting, an
“us-versus-them” belief in the respect of citizens, and a strong loyalty to fellow officers
(Paoline & Terrill, 2005; Terrill, Paoline, & Manning, 2003). Police culture in Canada’s
federal police agency, the RCMP, has been referred to as Mountie culture and includes
many of the same concepts as police culture (Perrott & Kelloway, 2011). Mountie culture
is also heavily influenced by a strong militaristic base and although this may have been
responsible for the success of the RCMP during their origin, the militaristic culture is
inconsistent with current community-policing needs. In this context, it is likely that a
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police culture norm would prioritize avoiding Miss errors, resulting in greater sensitivity
to a signal to use force (i.e., indication that the suspect will decide to use force), and
maintain officer safety, rather than to avoid False Alarms (i.e., deciding to use force when
a suspect does not), avoiding force when it was unnecessary and maintaining civilian
safety.
Both Misses and False Alarms are errors that could result in serious injury to a
civilian or an officer. If law enforcement officers adhere to these police culture norms, it
is possible that they are more likely to work to avoid Miss errors, consistent with the
findings of Pauline and Terril (2005), in which officers that adhered to these norms
significantly searched more vehicles after pulling an individual over as compared to those
who do not adhere to these norms. However, media responses to unnecessary or
excessive suspect injury suggest that civilian norms may be biased toward the belief that
officers should be focused on avoiding False Alarms. Iacobucci (2014) states that no
matter how well officers are trained, if their values, attitudes, and social norms are
inconsistent with the training they have received, the desired behaviour will not be
maintained. The present study will examine whether endorsing either police culture
norms or civilian norms can predict officers’ use-of-force behaviours.
1.6 Present Study
The present research expands the field of framing into a context that has not yet
been studied, law enforcement. When an officer uses excessive force it is often criticized
by public media, but it is not clear whether or not such framing can influence use-of-force
decisions. Innovations in simulation technology have now made it possible to recreate
dangerous scenarios, in which officers can interact with simulated suspects while learning
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to use the appropriate amount of force for the given situation. This research will use this
simulation technology to examine the effects of framing on officer use-of-force decisionmaking.
Although previous studies have examined the correlations of archival crime
reports or officer demographics with the use-of-force (MacDonald, Manz, Alpert, &
Dunham, 2003; Terrill & Reisig, 2003), there is little experimental research on the
decision-making processes involved in determining whether or not to use lethal force in
emergency situations. This research takes a novel approach to examining use-of-force
decision-making in a Canadian law enforcement training academy. By extending the
research of framing effects to an applied environment involving potential lethal force
judgments, the incidental influences on use-of-force decision-making can be observed
and understood to a greater degree. Developing a greater understanding of decisionmaking processes involved in the use of force can increase the ability to make the best
decisions under the worst circumstances. The purpose of this research is to determine if
manipulating the focus of attention to potential errors in a high-risk simulated crime can
influence use-of-force judgments and to examine whether policing experience and
relationship norms modulate such effects.
2. Methods
2.1 Participants
The participants included both Canadian law enforcement recruits (N = 36; mean
age = 37.7) progressing through training and law enforcement officers (N = 26; mean age
= 37.7) with an average of 10 years of experience, ranging from 2 to 32 years of
experience. Of the 62 participants 51 were male and 11 were female. Participants were
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recruited from the Royal Canadian Mounted Police training academy, in which active
officers from across Canada and recruits in training regularly participate in use-of-force
judgment testing.
2.2 Equipment
The virtual use-of-force scenario system was developed by Advanced Interactive
Systems’ Professional Range Instruction Simulator (PRISim®) Suite™. PRISim® is
designed for realistic use-of-force training of firearms accuracy and use-of-force
judgments for Law Enforcement, Special Forces, and Military agencies (Advanced
Interactive Systems, 2014). Simulation scenarios are projected onto a wall within an
enclosed room in which objects consistent with the simulation are placed (e.g., portable
barriers to act as cover), and scenarios are programmed to react to participants’ actions
(e.g., suspects collapse when accurately OC sprayed or shot). This system is currently a
regular part of recruit training as well as active officer assessment within the participant
population. The PRISim® system is equipped with a wide variety of use-of-force
judgment scenarios; therefore, the scenario used for the proposed study is one that
participants were not exposed to during training or assessment. The simulated OC spray
used in this environment are empty canisters modified for interactive-video use and the
firearms used are standard law enforcement pistols modified to emit a laser upon trigger
pulls. Krätzig, Hyde, and Parker (2011) observed that the firearm skills learned from
these pistols transfer to real world settings, demonstrating a reliable connection between
law enforcement intervention tool use in real word settings and synthetic settings.
2.3 Design and Procedure
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Participants completed a simulated use-of-force scenario, in which an interactive
video presented a dangerous emergency situation requiring the use of standard
intervention tools (e.g., OC spray or firearm). Participants responded to a potential break
and enter within a high school, in which the level of threat was unknown to the
participant. Before the scenario began, participants were given a verbal description of the
scenario and the call they were responding to. While some participants heard only the
scenario description (i.e., neutral condition), other participants’ descriptions were
preceded by a verbal introduction to the study, which was the source of one of two
framing manipulations. One framing condition emphasized public safety and officer
reputation, while the other condition emphasized officer safety (see Appendix B).
The public safety condition primed avoiding False Alarms, drawing or using an
intervention tool when it was unnecessary, while the officer safety condition implied
avoiding Miss errors, missing the chance to use an intervention tool when the suspect is
about to harm the officer. The scenario description was given to the participants in a
format that represented dispatch communication. The dispatch communication refers to
the participants in a manner that they would be referred to in the field and describes the
event and history related to the event in a manner consistent with their training (see
Appendix C). After the dispatch was completed an officer-instructor acted as the
dispatcher if the participant had any further questions. No additional information was
given to participants that made further inquiries. Officer instructors only repeated
information that was already known, informed the participant that the information
regarding their question is not known at this time, and that back-up is currently
unavailable, implying that the participant would be responding to the call on their own.
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Two officer instructors from the recruit training program performed these roles
for all of the recruit participants and two officer instructors that regularly re-train officers
performed these roles for all of the officer participants. Both the verbal introduction and
the scenario descriptions were given to participants moments before they performed the
use-of-force scenario. The role of instructors in the study was limited to initiating
participants’ descriptions of their actions following the simulation.
The interactive video of the use-of-force scenario began at the first point of
contact with the suspect, an approximately 35 year old, Hispanic male with a medium
build, and throughout the scenario the level of threat (i.e., signals that the suspect intends
to use force) increased from low to high until the suspect attacked. During the scenario,
the simulated suspect makes several excuses explaining their presence in the high school
(the virtual location of the scenario) and his behaviour increases in aggressiveness and
hostility. While responding verbally, the suspect moved from approximately 20 feet away
to 10 feet away from the participant, until the suspect drew a knife and lunged at the
participant. Each participant completed the scenario, on their own, as if they were
responding to a live call, using verbal tactics and physical intervention methods as
required. If used appropriately, either intervention tool (i.e., OC spray or firearm) had the
ability to subdue the suspect.
The design of the study was a 3 (framing: public safety, officer safety, or neutral)
x 2 (experience: recruit or officer) factorial design. Both factors were manipulated
between participants. As no previous research on framing effects for use-of-force
decisions has been conducted, the dependent variables included several factors that could
potentially indicate influence. These use-of-force judgments (described in detail below)
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were measured using quality of communication with the suspect, time until intervention
tool was used, type of intervention tool used (e.g., lethal - pistol vs. less lethal - OC
spray), number of sprays deployed, number of shots fired, success in subduing the
suspect, and legal articulation. A handheld video camera with audio was used for
recording and reviewing participants’ behaviour in order to measure the time-based
dependent variables. All time dependent measures were measured, in seconds, from the
moment the scenario began until the moment that the behaviour occurred, in which a
greater time indicates a longer delay until an action occurred.
After reviewing a participant’s scenario, their quality of communication was
coded into one of four categories: no communication, looped communication,
professional communication, and responsive communication, in which the latter is
considered to be of higher quality than the former. No communication refers to saying
very few or no words during the scenario. Looped communication refers to repeating the
same commands over and over again. For instance, a participant may repeat, show me
your hands, show me your hands, show me your hands, or get down on the ground, get
down on the ground, get down on the ground. As long as a participant was repeating the
same command several times rather than a variety of commands, their quality of
communication was categorized as looped communication. Professional communication
refers to the use of a variety of commands, in which the participant used several
commands as the situation unfolds (e.g., you are under arrest, put your hands up, stop
moving towards me).
Responsive communication includes professional communication as well as the
demonstration that the participant is listening and responding to what the suspect is
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saying. Throughout the scenario the suspect continually made excuses for the reason that
he was in the school. If the participant responds to this, for example, by saying that they
will sort all of this out later or by responding to other comments that the suspect makes
during the scenario, the quality of communication was coded as responsive. Responsive
communication was the best form of communication not only because it demonstrated
that the participant was using various lawful commands, but they were also responding to
the concerns of the civilian they are interacting with.
Once the scenario ended, participants verbally described the events that took place
to an officer instructor, which regularly occurs as a part of training. This process is
known as legal articulation and requires participants to describe the events of the crime
scenario, the actions that they performed, and why they chose to perform these particular
actions. A legal articulation is a process used to practice the best methods for describing
such actions, in the event that the officer may be required to do so in front of a court of
law. This process occurred with an officer instructor who simply asked the participants to
tell them what happened and listened to the recruits’ and members’ articulation, followed
by a debriefing of the participants’ scenario behaviour and articulation performance for
any areas of improvement. Although an officer was always present during participation,
they had no substantive contribution except to provide constructive feed back to the
participants after they had completed all study requirements.
The legal articulation was audio recorded and recordings were transcribed and
analyzed using content analysis to understand the participants’ identifications of risks or
threat cues. Risks or threat cues are referred to as the environmental and suspect
behavioural cues that may increase the risk of violent confrontation between the suspect
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and officer or the suspect and another civilian. Each transcript was coded for three
relevant categories of risk identification: the number of identified risks to the safety of the
participant (i.e., officer), the number of different risks identified (i.e., various
environmental or suspect behavioural cues), and the number of identified risks to the
safety of the public (i.e., the suspect or other civilians). These categories were then used
quantitatively to examine participants’ observations and decision-making processes in
relation to framing and police norms.
Once the legal articulation was concluded, participants completed three
questionnaires. One questionnaire assessed the participants’ perceptions of the scenario
(i.e., how the suspect’s behaviour affected their risk assessment and how often the
suspect demonstrated each of the five IMIM categories of suspect behaviour) and two on
their day-to-day social interactions and relationships, one in relation to fellow officers
and one in relation to civilians they meet while on duty. The questions about the
participants’ risk assessment asked if the environmental cues (e.g., lighting or physical
location), the suspect’s verbal communication, and the suspect’s physical movements
increased or decreased their risk assessment. Responses to these questions were rated on
a scale of one to seven, where one refers to a greatly decreasing the risk assessment and
seven refers to greatly increasing the risk assessment (see Appendix D). The questions
about the suspect’s display of the IMIM defined resistive behaviour categories (described
above) asked participants, on a scale of 0 to 100%, how often each resistive behaviour
was demonstrated by the suspect, where 0% means that this behaviour never occurred
once throughout the scenario and a rating of 100% means that this behaviour occurred
through the entire scenario (see Appendix D). It is important to note that a suspect cannot
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be considered to be demonstrating two or more of the IMIM behaviours at the same time,
they can only be demonstrating one at a time and if a change in behaviour occurs they
either move to an increased or decreased level of resistance.
The latter two questionnaires assessed participants’ personal affiliations to either
officers or civilians. Responses were analyzed to determine how these affiliations may
differ, and to determine if they are related to the use-of-force dependent variables (see
Appendix E and F). These two questionnaires were used as a proxy to measure the extent
that police culture may play a role in use-of-force decisions and behaviours by assessing
the level of relatedness that each participant feels with respect to either officers or
civilians. These questions of relatedness were adapted from the Basic Needs Satisfaction
in General Scale used in Johnston and Finney (2010). This measure can speak to the “us
versus them” mentality and the strong loyalty to fellow officers aspects of police culture.
2.4 Pilot Study
Pilot testing with three officers, who are professional instructors within the
simulation environment, demonstrated that a variety of intervention methods are used
during the scenario when no framing condition was applied (i.e., neutral condition). For
example, it was anecdotally observed that one officer successfully applied his less-lethal
method of force, OC spray, while the other two successfully applied their firearms. Of the
two officers who used their firearm, there were variations within the time that the firearm
was drawn. This variation suggested that an even greater variance in responses was likely
to exist among participants who were not professional instructors, providing an
opportunity to examine the influence of framing manipulations.
2.5 Hypotheses
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It was hypothesized that (i) participants in the public safety framing condition, (ii)
recruits and officers with very few years of experience, and (iii) those who endorse better
relationships with civilians would have a better quality of verbal communication, make
more attempts to use less-lethal force, delay using lethal force, fire fewer shots, and have
a legal articulation that minimizes the level of threat of the suspect, than those who were
in the officer safety framing condition or those participants with several years of
experience, when compared to those in the officer safety condition, those with many
years of experience in the field, and those who endorse poorer relationships with
civilians, respectively.
3. Results
The primary method of analyses were 3 (framing: public safety, officer safety, or
neutral) by 2 (experience: recruit or officer) factorial ANOVAs, computed for each of the
dependent variables (i.e., verbal communication, time of use-of-force decision-making,
time of the application of force, and perceptions of risk and subject behaviour).
Regression and correlation analyses were also conducted to examine the extent to which
police culture and demographic variables play a role in use-of-force decision-making.
Because there is very little past research on use-of-force decision-making, a simple,
linear, stepwise regression was used, as it is unclear how these variables may influence
use-of-force behaviour and in what direction it may occur. Each dependent variable was
examined independently to develop an understanding of which particular use-of-force
behaviours may be susceptible to framing and to establish which areas of law
enforcement behaviour are important for future research.
3.1 The Influence of Framing Effects and Experience
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Although no main effects for framing [F(2,44) = 1.66, p = .20] or experience
[F(1,44) = 1.38, p = .25] were observed, the analysis of the time to draw less-lethal force
(i.e., OC spray) indicated that the interaction between framing and experience approached
significance [F(2,44) =3.13, ηp2 = .12, p = .054]. Specifically officers in the public safety
condition (M = 33.13, SD = 13.53) were more likely to draw their OC spray earlier during
a potential use-of-force interaction than recruits in the public safety condition (M = 50.29,
SD = 14.51; see Figure 1). This finding may suggest that, when primed for public safety,
recruits may delay drawing an intermediate weapon until it is clearly necessary, whereas
this priming may influence officers to be prepared to use a less-lethal intermediate
weapon early on during an officer-civilian interaction.
A Factorial ANOVA performed on the time at which OC spray was deployed
indicated that a main effect of experience approached significance [F(1,35) = 3.89, ηp2 =
.10, p = .056] and there was no main effect for framing [F(2,35) = 1.39, p = .26] or any
interactions [F(2,35) = 0.15, p = .86]. This result suggested that officers may be more
likely to use their OC spray at an earlier point in time (M = 48.24, SD = 8.68) than were
recruits in training (M = 54.87, SD = 9.11; see Figure 2). As officers begin to be
accustomed to policing in the field, their attempts to control suspect behaviour at an
earlier point in time using non-lethal means may increase.
The number of attempts to use less-lethal force (i.e., OC spray) showed a main
effect of framing condition [F(2,41) = 4.26, ηp2 = .17, p = .021], but no
main effect for experience [F(1,41) = 0.49, p = .49] or interactions [F(2,41) = 0.98, p =
.38]. A multiple comparison analysis revealed that participants in the public safety
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condition made significantly more attempts to use their OC spray (M = 1.87, SD = 1.25)
than those in the officer safety condition (M = 1.00, SD = 0.55, p = .018). The neutral
condition (M = 1.27, SD = 0.79) did not significantly differ from either the public safety
or officer safety conditions (see Figure 3). This finding suggests that officers who have
recently been presented with information that emphasizes public safety will make more
attempts to use a less-lethal means of force, particularly their OC spray.

Figure 1. The mean time of an OC Spray draw during the scenario.
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Figure 2. The mean time of OC spray deployment during the scenario.

Figure 3. The mean number of OC sprays deployed.
During the scenario several participants switched between their OC spray and
their firearm or vice versa and some participants used only their firearm or only their OC
spray (see Table 3). Contingency table analyses were performed to examine differences
between the participants’ choice in less-lethal or lethal weapons within framing (see
Table 4) or level of experience (see Table 5). These analyses consisted of four dependent
variables, the first intervention tool chosen (i.e., firearm or OC), second tool chosen (i.e.,
firearm, OC, or none), whether the participant did or did not switch to another
intervention, and direction of switch; OC spray only, firearm only, a switch from OC
spray to firearm, and a switch from the firearm to OC spray. The frequency in which each
of these choices occurred within framing and experience was calculated and weighted for
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the contingency table analyses. No significant differences in weapon choice were
observed within either framing or experience. This finding suggests that regardless of
priming or level of experience, recruits and officers will use the weapon, or switch to the
weapon, that they think is appropriate for the given situation.

Table 3
Summary Statistics of Intervention Tool Use
Variable
Recruit
Officer

Drew OC
Spray

Drew
Firearm

Deployed
OC Spray

Deployed
Firearm

Number of
Sprays
Deployed
Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency M
SD
78%
50%
61%
50%
1.27 0.827
88%
69%
73%
46%
1.43 1.026

Number of
Shots Fired
M
SD
2.25 1.860
2.00 1.225

Table 4
Analysis of Intervention Tool Choice by Framing
Choice
First
Second
Switch
Direction

χ2
0.51
0.94
0.76
3.59

dƒ
2
4
2
6

p
.775
.919
.683
.731

ϕ2
.094
.127
.115
.249

p
.724
.713
.426
.879

ϕ2
-.046
.108
-.104
.108

Table 5
Analysis of Intervention Tool Choice by Experience
Choice
First
Second
Switch
Direction

χ2
0.12
0.68
0.63
0.68

dƒ
1
2
1
3
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The analysis of the participants’ assessment of risk for the suspect’s verbal
communication displayed a main effect of framing [F(2,52) = 4.65, ηp2 = .15, p = .01],
but no main effect for experience [F(1,52) = 1.01, p = .32] and no interaction [F(2,52) =
0.28, p = .76]. A multiple comparison analysis demonstrated that participants in the
officer safety condition (M = 6.60, SD = 0.68) rated the suspect’s verbal communication
as increasing their risk assessment to a significantly greater degree than for those in the
neutral condition (M = 5.39, SD = 1.34, p = .02). The participants in the public safety
condition also nominally rated the suspect’s verbal communication higher than the
neutral condition, but this difference was not significant (M = 5.70, SD = 1.66, p = 1.0).
This finding suggests that when officers or recruits are primed for officer safety, they
may be more inclined to perceive that there is a greater risk of injury to either themselves
or the public than when not primed.
In order to analyze the ratings of suspect behaviour in relation to the IMIM
categories of suspect resistance and the degree of risk mentioned in the participants’ legal
articulations the participant had to be divided into two groups, those who successfully
controlled the suspect’s behaviour early on during the scenario and those who did not. If
a participant successfully deployed their OC spray at the appropriate time, the suspect
would react and the suspect’s behaviour changed from resistant to cooperative (i.e.,
incapacitated). Since this research was conducted in a training environment, if a
participant successfully used a method of force this must be reflected in the scenario.
These occurrences also reflect live situations, in which a suspect would likely become
compliant after being subjected to effective OC spray deployment.
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Therefore, if participants did not deploy their OC spray or did not deploy their OC
spray successfully they observed the entirety of the scenario, the continued
aggressiveness of the suspect, and the moment in which the suspect draws a knife.
Participants that successfully deployed their OC spray did not observe these aspects of
the scenario because they controlled the suspect’s behaviour before the suspect’s
aggression escalated. For this reason all participants were divided into two groups, early
control (i.e., successful OC deployment) and no early control (i.e., unsuccessful or absent
OC deployment) when analyzing the differences in risk assessment. Participants cannot
be compared on ratings of suspect behaviour and perceived levels of suspect threat (i.e.,
risk to officer safety) when some have not seen the entirety of the scenario, particularly
the moment when the suspect draws a knife. An initial contingency table analysis on the
influence of framing and experience on the occurrence of early control did not reveal any
significant differences, χ2 = 0.43, ϕ = .09, p = .81 and χ2 = 0.12, ϕ = -.05, p = .73,
respectively.
For the participants who successfully controlled the suspect early in the scenario,
the only significant difference observed was a main effect for experience on the rating of
the frequency that the suspect displayed behaviour defined as representing grievous
bodily harm or death [F(1,19) = 8.19, ηp2 = .30, p = .01]. No main effect for framing was
observed [F(2,19) = 0.81, p = .46] and no interactions were observed [F(2,19) = 0.81, p
= .46]. Officers in this group rated the suspect’s behaviour as representing grievous
bodily harm or death significantly more often throughout the scenario than did recruits,
but there were no differences in the perceived rates of the suspect’s demonstration of any
other IMIM behaviour. As mentioned above, content analysis was used to code the legal
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articulation into three categories. Within each category, the number of identified risks to
the safety of the officer, the number of different categories of risks identified, and the
number of identified risks to the safety of the suspect or public, no main effects for
experience or framing and no interactions were observed.
For participants who did not control the suspect early on and observed all of the
suspect’s behaviours, including the knife, a significant main effect for experience was
present for ratings of the suspect’s demonstration of active resistant behaviour [F(1,24) =
6.47, ηp2 = .21, p = .02]. No main effect for framing [F(2,24) = 0.37, p = .70] and no
interactions were observed [F(2,24) = 1.06, p = .36]. Once again, the officers rated the
frequency that the suspect presented active resistant behaviour during the scenario higher
(M = 53.1%, SD = 29.83%) than did the recruits (M = 27.6%, SD = 25.62%). Lastly,
within all the other IMIM behavioural categories, there were no differences between
framing conditions and experience for this group. The analysis of risk assessment within
this group did not reveal a main effect for framing or any interactions were present, but it
did reveal a main effect of experience for each category; the number of identified risks to
the safety of the officer [F(1,22) = 15.188, ηp2 = .408, p < .01], the number of different
categories of risks identified [F(1,22) = 8.092, ηp2 = .269, p < .01], and the number of
identified risks to the safety of the suspect or public [F(1,22) = 5.227, ηp2 = .192, p <
.05]. In each of these categories recruits identified more risks than did the officers (see
Table 6).
For both participants who controlled the suspect early on and those that did not,
officers rated the suspect to have presented at least one category of resistant behaviour
more often than did recruits. Yet officers did not identify a greater number of risks than
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recruits. These results suggest that, although officers may not report as many risks or
threat cues as recruits, they perceive the suspect’s behaviour to be more aggressive than
do recruits.
3.2 The Effects of Civilian or Officer Relatedness
To examine the effects of civilian and officer relatedness a stepwise, linear
regression analysis was performed on each dependent variable to determine the extent to
which officer or civilian relatedness plays a role in use-of-force decisions and behaviours.
Correlational analyses of each demographic and relatedness variable were performed to
determine the extent to which demographic variables may be related to use-of-force
behaviour, which would then be selected for inclusion in the regression analyses. The
correlation analyses did not reveal any significant relationships that could contribute to an
increased understanding of use-of-force behaviour (see Table 7 and Table 8).
Unfortunately, due to technical issues with the server used for data collection, recruit data
on police and civilian relatedness was lost, so the following analyses were only
performed with officers in the field, and comparisons between recruit and officer civilian
and officer relatedness could not be performed.

Table 6
Number of Risks Identified in the Legal Articulation by Participants without Early
Control
Variable
Recruit
Officer

Risks to Officer
M
SD
21.65
6.412
12.73
5.002

Different Risks
M
SD
9.88
2.547
7.00
2.280
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Risks to Public
M
SD
1.59
1.176
.55
.934

Table 7
Correlation Analysis of Civilian Relatedness and Demographic Variables
Variables

Age

Sex

Years of
Service
r

CEW
Training
r

ESE

Civilian Relatedness:
r
r
r
1. I really like the people I
.481** -.220
.394*
.299
-.052
interact with
2. I get along with people I
.414** -.021
.282
.522**
-.361
come into contact
3. I pretty much keep to
myself and don't have a
-.133
.265
-.235
.342
.226
lot of social interactions
4. I consider the people I
regularly interact with to
-.031
-.457*
.072
-.251
-.313
be my friends
5. People in my life care
-.153
-.286
-.157
-.150
.020
about me
6. There are not many
.096
.353
.123
.455*
-.075
people that I am close to
7. The people that I interact
with regularly do not
.067
.275
.002
.393
.212
seem to like me much
8. People are generally
pretty friendly towards
.181
-.196
.087
.025
-.101
me
Mean
.195
-.152
-.110
.458*
-.191
Total
.103
-.448*
.112
-.228
-.200
Note. Items 3, 6, and 7 are reverse coded, Sex is coded where 1 = male and 2 = female,
Years of Service refers to the number of years that an officer has been employed by the
RCMP; CEW Training refers to those officers that have taken addition training to be
equipped with a Conducted Energy Weapon, another form of less-lethal force, coded
where 1 = yes and 2 = no; ESE = previous Emergency Services Employment (e.g.,
paramedic) coded where 1 = yes and 2 = no; ** p < .01 and * p < .05.
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Years of
ESE
r
.0
-.396
.316
-.197
-.074
-.056
.760
-.248
-.110
-.269

Table 8
Correlation Analysis of Police Relatedness and Demographic Variables
Variables

Age

Sex

Years of
Service
r

CEW
Training
r

ESE

Police Relatedness:
r
r
r
1. I really like the people I
.538** -.244
.461*
.302
-.080
interact with
2. I get along with people I
.501** -.119
.337
.487*
-.158
come into contact
3. I pretty much keep to
myself and don't have a
-.269
.263
-.256
.383
-.227
lot of social interactions
4. I consider the people I
regularly interact with to
-.197
-.110
-.204
-.204
.015
be my friends
5. People in my life care
-.022
-.289
-.048
-.392
.194
about me
6. There are not many
-.008
.300
-.017
.418*
-.129
people that I am close to
7. The people that I interact
with regularly do not
.083
-.143
-.025
.440*
-.265
seem to like me much
8. People are generally
pretty friendly towards
.146
-.097
.069
-.155
.290
me
Mean
.191
-.044
.061
.433*
-.130
Total
.217
-.286
.170
-.279
.175
Note. Items 3, 6, and 7 are reverse coded, Sex is coded where 1 = male and 2 = female,
Years of Service refers to the number of years that an officer has been employed by the
RCMP; CEW Training refers to those officers that have taken addition training to be
equipped with a Conducted Energy Weapon, another form of less-lethal force, coded
where 1 = yes and 2 = no; ESE = previous Emergency Services Employment (e.g.,
paramedic) coded where 1 = yes and 2 = no; ** p < .01 and * p < .05.
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Years of
ESE
r
-.506
-.506
.125
-.284
-.273
.528
-.025
-.273
-.316
-.434

Several regression analyses of civilian and officer relatedness were found to be
significantly predictive of use-of-force behaviours in various ways. Although means and
totals for responses to the relatedness questionnaires were calculated, only specific items
were related to use-of-force behaviour and various items affected use-of-force behaviour
in different ways. Participants with lower ratings of fellow officers as their friends were
more likely to draw their OC spray earlier in the use-of-force scenario (see Table 9).
Reports of getting along with civilians that participants come in contact with was found
to significantly predict the time at which OC spray was deployed and the time at which
the participant drew their firearm during the scenario (see Table 10 and 11), with those
who report better relationships delaying the use of their OC spray and drawing their
firearm during the use-of-force scenario. Three items of officer relatedness were found to
predict the time at which shots were fired: the more a participant gets along with other
officers, the more the participant perceives other officers to like him/her, and the more
the participants keeps to him/herself predicted firing the pistol at an earlier time during
the scenario (see Table 12).
Interestingly, the last item in this regression is inconsistent with the other two
items in the model. Most of the results suggest that better officer relationships predict
earlier firearm deployment, but the last item suggests that individuals that keep to
themselves, with respect to other officers, also have an earlier firearm deployment. To be
consistent with police culture characteristics it is likely that one who spends more time
with officers would use force at an earlier time, rather than those who do not spend time
with officers, which these results suggest. Overall these results suggest that an officer
with a poor relationship with the civilians they meet while on duty is more likely to draw
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either OC spray or a firearm at a quicker rate than an officer with a good relationship
with civilians.

Table 9
Predicting the Time that the OC Spray was Drawn by Officer Relatedness
Variable
Final Model
I consider officers to be my
friends
Note. * p < .05.

Time at which OC spray was drawn
SE B
β
R2

B
-5.745

2.774

-.397*

.157

ΔR2
.157

Table 10
Predicting the Time that the OC Spray was Deployed by Civilian Relatedness
Variable
Final Model
I get along with civilians
Note. ** p < .01.

B
7.409

Time at which OC spray was deployed
SE B
β
R2
2.192

.623**

.388

ΔR2
.388

Table 11
Predicting the Time that the Firearm was Drawn by Officer Relatedness
Variable
Final Model
I get along with civilians
Note. * p < .05.

B
14.233

Time at which firearm was drawn
SE B
β
R2
6.397
41

.464*

.216

ΔR2
.216

Table 12
Predicting the Time that Shots are Fired by Officer Relatedness
Time at which shots are fired (s)
Variable
B
SE B
β
R2
ΔR2
Final Model
I get along with officers
-3.865
1.133
-.580**
.308
.308
Officers don’t seem to like
-4.445
1.084
-.667**
.593
.285
me
I keep to myself
1.271
.470
.461*
.756
.163
Note. The two items “officer’s don’t seem to like me much” and “I keep to myself” have
been reverse coded. ** p < .01 and * p < .05.
3.3 Results Summary
In regards to the framing effect our analyses demonstrate that we correctly
predicted that a public safety framing would influence officers to make more attempts to
use less-lethal force. These analyses failed to support our hypotheses that those in the
public safety condition would have a better quality of communication, delay using lethal
force, fire fewer shots, and have a legal articulation that minimizes the level of threat.
Additional analyses found that those in the officer safety condition rated the suspect’s
verbal communication as increasing their risk assessment to a greater degree than those in
the neutral condition, which is relatively consistent with our hypothesis on the
participants’ perception of risk, suggesting that those in the officer safety condition
would have a higher perception of risk.
In regards to experience, although our hypotheses were based on delaying and
minimizing the use of lethal force, the analyses found that recruits would delay drawing
less-lethal force, their OC spray, and delay deploying the OC spray as compared to
officers in the field. However, the former effect is only approaching significance and only
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present when recruits in the public safety condition are compared to officers in the public
safety condition. Similar to our predictions of participant risk assessment we found that
recruits who had subdued the suspect early on perceived that the suspect’s demonstration
of behaviour that represents grievous bodily harm or death occurred less than did officers.
Similarly, recruits who had been exposed to the full scenario perceived that the suspect’s
demonstration of active resistant behaviour occurred less than did officers. Furthermore,
we found that officers minimized the level of risk in their legal articulation when the
entire scenario was viewed as compared to recruits, which is in the opposite direction of
our hypothesis. Our analyses of participant experience failed to confirm our hypotheses
that recruits would have a better quality of verbal communication, delay using lethal
force, make more attempts to use less lethal force, fire less shots, and minimize the level
of threat in their legal articulation, when compared to officers in the field.
In regards to officer and civilian relatedness, we correctly predicted that those
who endorse better relationships with officers and poorer relationships with civilians
would use lethal force earlier in the scenario. Additionally, we found that that this
relationship was related to an earlier drawing of the firearm and OC spray, as well as an
earlier deployment of the OC spray. However, our police culture analyses failed to
confirm our hypotheses on differences in the quality of verbal communication, attempts
to use less-lethal force, number of shots fired, and a legal articulation that maximizes the
level of threat.
Although there were several findings, the number of participants that were
involved in this study was less than preferable. A preceding G*Power three by two
Factorial ANOVA analysis, where α = .05, β = .80, and the degrees of freedom = 2,
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found that a sample size of 158 is expected to be sufficient to find a medium effect size of
f = 0.25. However, our sample size only consisted of 62 participants and many of the
insignificant results lacked in variability. A greater sample size may be able to increase
the observed variability in several dependent variables and may produce larger effect
sizes, which may reach significant. Expanding data collection on this research is
important to confirming if these null results would remain the same or if framing effects
have an even greater effect on use-of-force behaviour.
4. Discussion
The amount of force that officers use has occasionally damaged the reputation of
law enforcement, or led to injury to officers, but it has rarely received experimental
investigation. This study began to examine the impact of framing effects on officer useof-force decision-making and how this may impair the safety of a civilian or an officer.
This research has demonstrated that such decisions among professionally trained
individuals (e.g., law enforcement officers) are still susceptible to framing effects, as is
also observed in the medical profession and a meta-analysis on framing effects (Almashat
et al., 2008; Kührberger, 1998).
The effect of framing on use-of-force decision-making may be minor as it
affected only less-lethal force use (i.e., OC spray), but even this effect may have a
considerable bearing on public and officer safety. More attempts to use OC spray may be
related to a greater determination to use less-lethal force on a suspect, which may have
both positive and negative results. If officers are more likely to use less-lethal
intervention options when attempting to control a suspect’s behaviour and they do not
abandon this method after the first failed attempt, they may avoid causing significant
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injury by avoiding firearms, but this could also mean putting an officer at risk. Increased
attempts to use less-lethal force may be related to a hesitation to use greater force for fear
of public scrutiny or an increased decision commitment to that method of force, which
may put an officer at risk of injury from a dangerous suspect. This effect demonstrates
that officers may be allowing irrelevant information, the framing effect, to influence useof-force decision-making, rather than considering only what is relevant to the current
situation, environmental and suspect threat cues. The fact that framing had a small effect,
rather than a large effect, was consistent with Kühberger’s (1998) finding that experts and
professionals showed smaller framing effects than the general population.
Framing did not appear to influence the use of lethal force itself. It was not
significantly related to the time at which a participant’s firearm was drawn or fired or the
number of shots that were fired. If it is replicated, this is a very reassuring result as it
suggests that officers will be minimally influenced by irrelevant information when
making lethal use-of-force decisions. The scenario used in the current study is presented
in a manner that appears as if it is a break and enter. During a break and enter an officer
would have every right to draw their firearm before entering the building because there
are many risks associated with this type of situation and the participants have many
unknowns to work with. In order to break into a building an individual will often require
some sort of tool, which may later be used as a weapon, and there are often multiple
suspects (G. MacRae, personal communication, February 14, 2015). These risks are
taught to all of our participants as a part of their regular training, so each had the
opportunity to consider such risks. Since the officer does not know the totality of the
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situation before they enter the building, they must be prepared to protect themselves for
any given circumstance.
Although some of the participants in our study drew their firearm the moment that
the scenario began and some only drew their firearm when it was absolutely necessary
(i.e., when the suspect drew a knife), this was not affected by framing. Once a participant
drew either their OC spray or firearm it did not stop them from switching to another tool
once they were further into the scenario and gathered more information. These
observations are actually a very positive result because they suggests that lethal force was
only used in circumstances that require it and that the use of lethal force is not affected by
framing.
These results also demonstrate that it is unlikely that participants were affected by
a commitment bias because the first choice in intervention tool varied among our
participants and it did not stop them from switching to a different intervention method.
The ability to change one’s intervention method may reflect the ability to change a
decision after it has been made, which demonstrates that our participants are unlikely to
be affected by decision-commitment effects. Half of the participants switched
intervention tools and of those participants 55.2% of them switched from their firearm to
their OC spray, demonstrating that officers may draw their firearm to be prepared for the
unknown, but if a non or minor threatening situation is revealed they will switch to lesslethal means of force. The reason some of the participants switched from their OC spray
to their firearm is likely because the suspect drew a knife, making OC spray a much
riskier and unsafe tool choice.
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These null findings may also be a positive representation of the training given to
the participants in this academy and of their use-of-force model, the IMIM. These results
may suggest that our participants are being effectively taught on use-of-force decisionmaking. The principles of the IMIM and the training involved may effectively teach
officers about the relevant information to be considered during an officer-civilian
interaction and how to ignore irrelevant information, especially in regards to firearm
usage. The use of OC spray involves much more discretion, while a firearm is much more
severe and its use is likely to be taught with more concrete guidelines, often only when
the officer’s or another civilian’s life is in danger. Therefore, the decision to draw and use
a firearm may be taught in a manner that will not be subjected to outside influences such
as the framing effects employed in this study.
Regardless, these results suggest that use-of-force behaviour is still somewhat
affected by framing effects and this knowledge can be used during officer training and in
officer briefings to balance officer safety and public safety. Since a significant framing
effect was observed between public safety and officer safety frames, dispatch officers
could be trained to avoid biasing officers by using neutral language when reporting a
crime or suspect description to responding officers. However, this does not resolve the
potential influence of media and injury reports to bias officer decision-making.
As the media continues to publish articles about excessive use-of-force, these
reports may influence officers to consider public safety while on the job to a greater
degree than before. Conversely, recent events have displayed an increase in the potential
for officer injury or fatality (The Canadian Press, 2014; CBC News, 2015), which may
cause officers to consider their personal safety to a greater extent. In addition, these
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media reports are likely to be affected by the hindsight bias, as it is much easier to
determine the correct action after a use-of-force encounter has occurred. Even an officer
reading the article may be affected by the hindsight bias, assuming that he or she would
have made the correct choice in such a situation. The hindsight bias may erroneously lead
an officer to give greater consideration to officer or public safety and may even increase a
framing effect.
Although the information provided to an officer by their dispatcher can be
controlled, we cannot control what that individual officer will read or hear about in the
news. Further research may be necessary to determine if direct or peripheral news reports
of excessive force or officer injury will affect officer use-of-force. An interesting followup study may be to use actual or falsified news reports on public safety and officer safety
to see if framing effects cease to exist when primed by news reports or if they increase in
effect.
It is important to identify where framing effects may be result in negative
outcomes and how to counter this effect, but framing effects may also be used for
positive purposes as well. It may be possible to use framing effects to increase the
effectiveness of officer decision-making. For instance, to train recruits to attend to
unfamiliar cues such as a suspect’s tone of voice, instructors may prime officer safety to
highten recruits’ sensitivity to such threat cues. Or, before an officer responds to a call, a
dispatcher may frame the importance of risk assessment to increase the ability of the
officer to observe relevant threat cues. An interesting follow-up study would also involve
determining whether or not framing effects can be used to increase the likelihood of an
officer using effective tactics and decision-making skills.
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Many effects were also found to be related to differences in recruits and officers
in the field. In particular, these effects were related to the draw and use of OC spray and
the perceptions of risk. The average officer participant had 10 years of experience
ranging from two years to 32 years of experience and interestingly, the years of
experience as an officer were not correlated with any of the dependent variables. This
finding suggests that any differences between recruits and officers in the field occur very
early in a new officers’ career and officers in the field are much more likely to be
representative of all officers. This may suggest that older officers in the field are teaching
new officers to behave in a manner that is consistent with officers’ experiences rather
than recruits’ training. Whether this is related to better policing overall or not is
unknown.
The differences in officer and recruit perceptions of the suspect’s demonstration
of resistant behaviour are interesting because it demonstrates that some officers will rate
the level of the suspect’s behaviour as representing grievous bodily harm or death even
when the suspect does not actually demonstrate behaviour that is consistent with the
definition of this category. To fit this category the suspect must be wielding a knife,
firearm, or other dangerous weapon and is reasonably believed to have the intent to use
such weapons to cause severe injuries or death to any person (Royal Canadian Mounted
Police, 2012) and since this group of participants controlled the suspect early on they did
not see the suspect draw their knife.
This finding may demonstrate that the recruits currently in training are sticking to
a very textbook definition of grievous bodily harm or death, while the officers in the
field, who are likely to be less concerned with textbook accuracy and more concerned
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with suspect aggressiveness, may rate the suspect’s behaviour higher. Or it is possible
that officers in the field, who have been in several confrontations in the past, may rate the
suspect’s behaviour as posing a greater risk than it actually does because of their
experiences in the field. Officers may be more perceptive of the risk for the suspect’s
aggressiveness to increase to grievous bodily harm or death or they may be using their
experiences in the field to predict that the suspect’s behaviour, if remained uncontrolled,
will escalate to grievous bodily harm or death. This finding may suggest either that
experience in the field increase the ability to perceive and predict the potential for
violence or that past violent experiences bias an officer to perceive situations as more
dangerous than they really are.
The reason recruits may have identified a greater number of risks to themselves
and to the public may be due to the recency of training and the fact that recruits are still
undergoing training and are likely trying their best to demonstrate the extent of their
knowledge on risk assessment. Officers in the field may not feel such a pressure and are
likely to be less concerned with their performance in this task and less likely to identify
the greatest number of risks possible. These results could also suggest that recruits in
training have a better memory and awareness of risks or they may be more vigilant in
identifying and searching for risks that are present during an officer-civilian interaction.
If so, it may be necessary to increase training on risk identification and threat awareness
to ensure that this skill is retained or refreshed throughout a career in law enforcement.
Furthermore, these differences only occurred when the participants observed the
entire scenario and all the threat cues involved, which may suggest that recruits may be
more aware or vigilant only when there is a great and apparent risk to one’s well-being,
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such as the appearance of a knife. The appearance of a very dangerous weapon may be
related to an increase in the perception of risks and may demonstrate a need to improve
training in risk identification when a clear threat is not present. It does not take long for
an individual to draw a weapon that may have been out of sight and inflict damage to an
officer or another civilian and threat perception is just as important before a significant
threat is present as during the threat’s presentation.
The analyses of police and civilian relatedness predicting use-of-force decisionmaking were found to be consistent with the hypotheses and consistent with previous
research on police culture, in which a greater affinity with officers is often related to
increased use of more severe measures of police discretion (Paoline & Terrill, 2005;
Terrill et al., 2003). Overall, participants who endorsed better relationships with officers
and poorer relationships with civilians would draw and deploy their OC spray and
firearm sooner when compared to those who have poor officer relationships and better
civilian relationships. However, the item keeping to myself, in regards to officer
relationships, predicted earlier firearm deployment, which would not appear consistent
with police culture research. This is an odd finding because the same item did not have
this effect with respect to civilian relationships. This result may suggest that quicker
firearm deployment may occur among officers who, for whatever reason, do not spend
time with other officers. Since questions were not asked about officers’ relationships
outside of the workplace, it is possible that these participants keep to themselves outside
of the workplace as well. This finding may mean that better relationships and a better
social life overall will lead to delays in using force.
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Drawing and deploying OC spray and deploying a firearm occurred at earlier
moments in time for those who endorsed police and civilian relationships that are
consistent with police culture literature. If these findings translate into the field it may
mean that endorsing police cultural social norms may be related to increased levels of
force during officer-civilian interactions. These findings reveal important implications for
future research endeavours. It will be important to understand how relations in the work
force are affecting actions in the field and how affiliations with fellow officers may affect
the level of force that is used against suspects.
It may also be important for law enforcement detachments to encourage
community policing to develop better relationships with the civilians in their community.
The results also demonstrated that officers that keep to themselves, rather than
associating with other officers, were more likely to use their firearm at an earlier point in
time. It may also be important to address any officers who feel isolated or alone within
their detachment to ensure all officers feel welcomed and part of the team. Again it may
be worthwhile to investigate the relationships of officers outside of the workplace to
address any feelings of isolation that may occur in their community as well.
In general this research demonstrates that use-of-force behaviour may be
influenced by a variety of factors, whether it is framing, experience in the field, or officer
relatedness. In regards to signal detection theory, it would appear that officers who are
presented with a public safety framing are more likely to try to avoid false alarm errors in
regards to firearms (i.e., firing at a suspect when it was not required to do so), by making
more attempts to use their OC spray. Officers in the field were concerned with avoiding a
miss error rather than a false alarm, by making sure they used their OC spray early in the
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scenario and ensuring that they did not miss a threatening cue from the suspect. Lastly,
officers who endorse positive relationships with other officers and poorer relationships
with civilians were similarly more likely to attempt to avoid a miss error rather than a
false alarm, by drawing and deploying their OC spray earlier in the scenario and
deploying their firearm earlier in the scenario as well. Although both errors are
problematic, where a miss error may result in injury to the officer and a false alarm may
result in undue injury to a civilian, it has been observed that there are certain
circumstances in which one error has a greater leniency than the other.
4.1 Future Research
Future research can investigate if framing effects, experience, and police culture
effects appear in other law enforcement contexts as well. In our research the scenario
involved one officer investigating a break and enter that involved a single suspect, but
these effects may or may not be present if there were multiple suspects or multiple
officers attending the scene. There are a number of ways in which the context of a crime
can change and it is uncertain whether these effects are only present in our context or if it
transfers to some or all other contexts. Future research could also examine whether these
effects are influenced or mediated by suspect ethnicity, cooperation, and perceived
mental health.
In live actor scenarios, Rossiter and MacLennan (2003) observed that the level of
force used by law enforcement recruits is greater when the suspects’ level of cooperation
is low and when the perceived level of risk is high, consistent with the IMIM. Future
research may investigate whether framing effects mediate this relationship or if they are
outweighed by these factors. Signal detection errors, the prevalence of false alarms and
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misses, may be investigated in similar respect by comparing scenarios in which a suspect
threatens and attacks the officer participant while another scenario may involve a suspect
that threatens, but does not attack the participant.
Furthermore, Rossiter and MacLennan’s (2003) findings occurred in a live actor
setting; therefore, it may also be important to understand whether similar behaviours and
framing effects exist in both live and virtual environments. The lack of differences
between quality of communication may be due to the inability for the scenario to produce
a dialogue with the participant, forcing the participant to simply use the commands they
were trained to use, rather than making more attempts to calm the suspect down and
resolve the issue verbally. It is possible that the participants recognized that they would
most likely have to use an intervention method to control subject behaviour and simply
choose an intervention weapon rather than attempting to deescalate the situation by using
verbal communication.
It is important to understand whether a framing effect is prevalent amongst these
professionals and whether it is impairing rational decision-making during high-risk
situations. The results of the current study suggest that officers are influenced, at least to
some degree, by framing effects; therefore, it is important to understand how this effect
may be avoided. The known treatment for framing effects, considering alternatives and
identifying pros and cons (Almashat et al., 2008), is not likely to be an option for law
enforcement officers because there is not enough time to do such a task during an
aggressive or violent officer-civilian interaction. Although there may be ample time for
behaviour revision after a confrontation, officers are often faced with making high-risk
decisions under threatening situations with very little time. These situations will rarely
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provide the opportunity to stop and sort out the pros and cons or the rationality for the
best available action. An important goal for future research will be to further investigate
the extent to which framing effects exist within multiple contexts and to develop a
method to eliminate or reduce this effect to ensure that framing is not influencing officers
decisions in dangerous situations (i.e., using excessive force when it is unnecessary or
using too little force, putting themselves in harm’s way). Fortunately, the results of the
present research indicate that framing does not influence the decision to use lethal force.
This study provided the first experimental investigation of officer decisionmaking. There are a great number of variables that can differ in a situation that requires
the use of force and there are a great number of variables and contexts that similar
research could expand into. Framing effects are just one of the many decision-making
biases that may play a role in use-of-force decision making. These results, as well as
future research extending this investigation, will provide important knowledge for the
growing corpus of evidence-based policies and procedures, making both officers and
civilians safer.
4.2 Limitations
There are a few limitations that are important to consider in this research. The
limitations of this research include the time and resources available, the singular context
involved in this research, and the historical effects that may have impacted participant
behaviour. The availability of time and resources was a significant limitation to this
study. This research required the aid of officer instructors within the RCMP and the
participation of officers and recruits within the hours of operation in order to act as
another training scenario rather than a research project. This requirement occurred in part
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to avoid taking up the free time of our officer instructors and to make sure participants
took the research seriously. Due to this requirement, there was very little time in which
the officer instructors were available for data collection during the same time that
participants were available. The lack of availability and the time limit decreased the
sample size of the study.
The singular context of the study is a necessary limitation. The results of this
study may only appear in a break and enter scenario in which one officer responds to,
though unknown to the participant, one suspect. The use of a virtual environment
provided an ability to control for extraneous or confounding variables that may occur
with a live-actor. Since the virtual environment displays the scenario on a single wall, it
may have been difficult for participants to consider environmental risks during the
scenario and may be why significant results were found in relation to the suspect’s threat
level, but not of the surrounding environment. This research is the first of its kind and it
was unclear if a framing effect would occur in any law enforcement contexts at all. Now
that it has become apparent that framing can have an impact, future research can
determine in which contexts the framing effect may persist.
Lastly, historical effects are likely to hamper the effect size of our findings.
Historical effects refer to changes in behaviour as a result of current and often influential
changes in a historical time period. These historical effects can be related to significant
changes in human life or to fads and current trends. For example, Brager and de Dear
(2003) discuss how the invention of air conditioning significantly changed expectations
and attitudes of comfort, as well as the architecture and structural design of buildings. In
today’s day and age we can see the evidence of health promotion trends altering the
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behaviours and diets of many individuals. Historical trends in health behaviour promotion
have often resulted in an increase in positive health choices and behaviours (Shaie, 2011).
The term gluten-free has now been incorporated into the menus of almost all restaurant
chains. Barber and Odeon (2004) have demonstrated that public media can also have a
significant influence on the buying behaviours of investors. Stocks that were discussed on
the news or in the media were significantly related to stocks purchased by individual
investors.
At the conception of the research project there had been many reports in the
media of excessive use of force by officers, particularly about a case that occurred in
Toronto (CBC News, 2013). However, at the time that data collection occurred there
were continuous reports of attacks on Canadian parliament and threats to officer safety
(Bell, 2015; Fantz, Levs, & Sholchet, 2014; Levitz & Bronskill, 2015). It may be difficult
to create a framing effect for public safety when there are several reports about threats to
the Canadian Parliament and Canadian officers. The training academy and the RCMP
environment can often be very isolated from the surrounding community, especially for
those in training; therefore, it is likely that these reports were common knowledge and
often talked about among our participants. It is very conceivable that the prevalence of
similar media reports had an effect on our participants’ use-of-force behaviours and
decision-making.
5. Conclusion
Despite the limitations of this research there is some evidence to suggest that
framing effects, experience, and police culture may have an influence on use-of-force
decision-making. When officers discuss or read about events regarding officer or public
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safety, their law enforcement practices in the field may be influenced. Experience and
police culture in the field has clear impact on law enforcement practices and may lead to
better or worse decision-making. Further research on these factors’ influence on
appropriate use-of-force decision-making is crucial to understand whether they
improving an officer’s ability to perform in the field or if it hampering it. This research is
the first of its kind and demonstrates the importance of studying the decision-making of
law enforcement officers. There are many various police activities and criminal contexts
that can still be investigated. This research demonstrates the need for further investigation
into evidence-based practices.
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Appendix A: Incident Management Intervention Model
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Appendix B: Verbal Framing Script
Officer Safety Framing Script:
The reason we are doing this scenario is because there have been more internal
reports of officer injury lately and we would like to do more training on the use of force
and officer safety.

Public Safety Framing Script:
The reason we are doing this scenario is because there have been more media
reports that have harmed the organizations reputation lately and we would like to do more
training on the use of force and public safety.
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Appendix C: Dispatch/Scenario Description Script
Four alpha twelve. Time of call is twenty-two hundred hours. We have a call of a silent
alarm at St. Peter’s school on Smith Street. The alarm company advise that the motion
detector in the north end of the school has been activated, they advise this would be the
fourth event over the last three months. Previous events resulted in vandalism. This has
been confirmed by PROs. Do you copy?
Note. PROs is the Police Operational Report system, which holds all past and present
data on all investigative files.
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Appendix D: Post-Scenario Assessment Questionnaire
Name: __________________

Troop:______
Date:____________

Debriefing – Scenario Assessment Questions
Please read each statement and then circle the appropriate number immediately below the
statement to indicate your experience with the scenario.
1. Did the environment affect your risk assessment?
1

2

3

Greatly
Decrease
d

Moderatel
y
Decreased

Slightly
Decrease
d

4
Had
No
Effec
t

5

6

7

Slightly
Increase
d

Moderatel
y Increased

Greatly
Increase
d

2. Did the client’s verbal communication affect your risk assessment?
1

2

3

Greatly
Decrease
d

Moderatel
y
Decreased

Slightly
Decrease
d

4
Had
No
Effec
t

5

6

7

Slightly
Increase
d

Moderatel
y Increased

Greatly
Increase
d

5

6

7

Slightly
Increase
d

Moderatel
y Increased

Greatly
Increase
d

3. Did the client’s movements affect your risk assessment?
1

2

3

Greatly
Decrease
d

Moderatel
y
Decreased

Slightly
Decrease
d

4
Had
No
Effec
t

4. Did the client demonstrate cooperative behaviour?
0% of
the
time

10%
of the
time

20%
of the
time

30%
of the
time

40%
of the
time

50%
of the
time

60%
of the
time

5. Did the client demonstrate passive-resistant behaviour?
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70%
of the
time

80%
of the
time

90%
of the
time

100%
of the
time

0% of
the
time

10%
of the
time

20%
of the
time

30%
of the
time

40%
of the
time

50%
of the
time

60%
of the
time

70%
of the
time

80%
of the
time

90%
of the
time

100%
of the
time

70%
of the
time

80%
of the
time

90%
of the
time

100%
of the
time

70%
of the
time

80%
of the
time

90%
of the
time

100%
of the
time

6. How often did the client demonstrate active-resistant behaviour?
0% of
the
time

10%
of the
time

20%
of the
time

30%
of the
time

40%
of the
time

50%
of the
time

60%
of the
time

7. How often did the client demonstrate assaultive behaviour?
0% of
the
time

10%
of the
time

20%
of the
time

30%
of the
time

40%
of the
time

50%
of the
time

60%
of the
time

8. How often did the client demonstrate grievous/bodily harm or death behaviour?
0% of
the
time

10%
of the
time

20%
of the
time

30%
of the
time

40%
of the
time

50%
of the
time

60%
of the
time

70%
of the
time

80%
of the
time

5
Near the
End

9. When did you have grounds to arrest the client?
1
Near the
Beginning

2

3

4

Early On

Midway

Later On

10. When was it appropriate to radio for back up?
1
Near the
Beginning

2

3

4

Early On

Midway

Later On
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5
Near the
End

90%
of the
time

100%
of the
time

Appendix E: Civilian Relatedness Questionnaire
Name:

Date:
Civilian Interactions

Please read each of the following items carefully, thinking about how it relates to your
life, and then indicate how true it is for you. Please think of these questions in relation to
civilians who you may interact with while on duty. Use the following scale to respond:
1. I really like the people I interact with.
1
Not at all
True

2

3

4
Somewhat
True

5

6

7
Very True

2. I get along with people I come into contact.
1
Not at all
True

2

3

4
Somewhat
True

5

6

7
Very True

3. I pretty much keep to myself and don’t have a lot of social interactions.
1
Not at all
True

2

3

4
Somewhat
True

5

6

7
Very True

4. I consider the people I regularly interact with to be my friends.
1
Not at all
True

2

3

4
Somewhat
True
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5

6

7
Very True

5. People in my life care about me.
1
Not at all
True

2

3

4
Somewhat
True

5

6

7
Very True

6. There are not many people that I am close to.
1
Not at all
True

2

3

4
Somewhat
True

5

6

7
Very True

7. The people that I interact with regularly do not seem to like me much.
1
Not at all
True

2

3

4
Somewhat
True

5

6

7
Very True

8. People are generally pretty friendly towards me.
1
Not at all
True

2

3

4
Somewhat
True

5

6

7
Very True

For questions or concerns regarding this questionnaire please contact Chet Hembroff at:
Chet Hembroff
RCMP, Depot Division,
6101 Dewdney Ave.,
Regina, SK, S4P 3K7
chet.hembroff@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
chethembroff@gmail.com
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Appendix F: Officer Relatedness Questionnaire
Name:

Date:
Officer Interactions

Please read each of the following items carefully, thinking about how it relates to your
life, and then indicate how true it is for you. Please think of these questions in relation to
your interactions with fellow officers. Use the following scale to respond:
1. I really like the people I interact with.
1
Not at all
True

2

3

4
Somewhat
True

5

6

7
Very True

2. I get along with people I come into contact.
1
Not at all
True

2

3

4
Somewhat
True

5

6

7
Very True

3. I pretty much keep to myself and don’t have a lot of social interactions.
1
Not at all
True

2

3

4
Somewhat
True

5

6

7
Very True

4. I consider the people I regularly interact with to be my friends.
1
Not at all
True

2

3

4
Somewhat
True
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5

6

7
Very True

5. People in my life care about me.
1
Not at all
True

2

3

4
Somewhat
True

5

6

7
Very True

6. There are not many people that I am close to.
1
Not at all
True

2

3

4
Somewhat
True

5

6

7
Very True

7. The people that I interact with regularly do not seem to like me much.
1
Not at all
True

2

3

4
Somewhat
True

5

6

7
Very True

8. People are generally pretty friendly towards me.
1
Not at all
True

2

3

4
Somewhat
True

5

6

7
Very True

For questions or concerns regarding this questionnaire please contact Chet Hembroff at:
Chet Hembroff
RCMP, Depot Division,
6101 Dewdney Ave.,
Regina, SK, S4P 3K7
chet.hembroff@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
chethembroff@gmail.com
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